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Mangroves are tropical trees that live in saltwater. Their roots are 
home to thousands of species of fish, including 10-foot sharks. A Brown Bird

An Orange Cat

A Black Skunk

A Green Lizard

A Tan Dog

A Blue Kite

A Yellow Balloon 

A Purple Bike

A Pink Butterfly

A Gray Owl

A banyan tree is a type of fig tree. The largest banyan tree lives in India. 
It is over 250 years old and can shelter 20,000 people!

Oak trees are one of the oldest trees on this whole planet. They often live 
to be over 1,000 years old! Live oak trees can live in forests, backyards, or 
even next to oceans.

Junipers are small evergreen trees, and there are over 65 species of 
them. When crushed, the leaves often smell like lemons or apples!

The tallest tree in the world is a giant sequoia called Hyperion. It’s taller 
than the Statue of Liberty!

Did you know the seeds of sycamore trees are known as “helicopters” 
because their wings rotate like a helicopter’s propeller? 

The red maple is one of the first trees to change color in the fall. Did you 
know the sap from this tree can be used to create maple syrup? What do 
we use maple syrup for?

Aspen trees grow very, very quickly! The long, flat stems of the leaves make 
them shake in the softest of breezes, which is why we call it the “quaking” aspen. 

The dogwood tree is a small flowering tree that lives up to 80 years. 
The roots and bark of this tree were used by Native Americans  
as medicine.  

The ponderosa pine grows in some unique places, such as the edge of rocky 
cliffs! And did you know that its bark can smell like vanilla or butterscotch? 
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